Install VMs to proxmox

Goals

By the end of this project you should have 3 virtual machines created, have created templates of each, and have running vm’s based off of each template.

Description

You should install the following vms:

- 1 instance of ubuntu server
- 1 instance of some windows version
- something else of your choice

Create templates of each after installation.

Clone an instance of each from the template. Make sure it is running and that you can log in to it.

Note that every time you create a new clone you will have to manually modify the network settings as we do NOT have dhcp set up.

Helps

- When installing Linux VM, you could use [mirror.cs.dixie.edu](http://mirror.cs.dixie.edu) on the mirror selection list.

To Pass off

Prove that you have created the hosts above. We will pass this off in class.